MEASURES TO KEEP DELHI GREEN AND CLEAN
Read Seven Practical Ways to Keep India Clean. Find Out How We Can Keep Our City Clean & Green in True Spirit of
The Swacch Bharat Abhiyan. click to explore professional cleaning services in delhi NCR Â· Cleaning.

Advertisement 4. The report suggested that LPG should be made available to all the households in the city.
The wind speed over Delhi is likely to pick up more pace blowing away the suspended particles from the city's
air. These solid wastes continue to smolder partial combustion slowly for long periods contributing to the
suspended particulate matter that gets trapped with onset of winter. The government further plans to shut it
down permanently in July Vehicular pollution is the second largest source for PM10 and PM2. This weather
phenomenon increases the density of suspended particles in Delhi air. For residential complexes, enforcement
should begin street-wise, such that after a mass cleanup drive, every citizen makes it a point of maintaining
cleanliness. Always carry a small poly-bag A recycled paper bag would be just great. According to a study by
IIT-Kanpur, conducted in , Delhi is enveloped by pollution layer all around with contribution from multiple
sources within Delhi, nearby region and even from long distances. Measures like wet suppression, wind speed
reduction, proper handling and storage of raw materials can be adopted effectively. Thick smog cover has
become a trend in Delhi at the onset of winter every year. For sports news , updates, live scores and cricket
fixtures , log on to indiatoday. Live Clean Yourself Keep your house tidy, get it cleaned regularly, declutter,
live healthy, live clean. However, the same is not true for neighbouring states. Power plants should be either
modernised or closed. The government has banned the use of private generator sets in Delhi. The three MCDs
burn solid waste accumulated in landfills. We do hope that you practice at least some of these. The spike in
pollution levels in Delhi was not as high compared to previous years. Segregate waste at home in 3 separate
bins Biodegradable, Recyclable and Others. The contribution of the biomass burning in winter is quite high at
17 per cent. It is our birthright to crib and curse. The odd-even formula will be implemented from November
13 till November Educate people around you to be proactive and make them realize the unwanted and
undesired effects of living in filth. They not only remove Carbon from the atmosphere but also store it while
releasing Oxygen back into the atmosphere. This is a contrasting situation of pollution from summer, when the
main sources of pollution include coal and flyash per cent , soil and road dust per cent , secondary particles per
cent , biomass burning per cent , vehicles per cent and municipal solid waste burning per cent. Re-use old
bottles You can do a lot of creative things with old plastic bottles instead of throwing them away. Currently,
the parking fee in authorised parking area for cars is Rs 20 per hour. If you are living in a society, you could
talk to the management and get this system of segregation implemented there.

